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Although climate change is recognised by the scientific community as a
major threat to ecosystems and human wellbeing, little progress has been
made in regulating its source, and actually emissions of greenhouse gases
(GHG) are continuously on the rise (Boden et al., 2011). The global
economic crisis has only temporarily slowed the growth in emissions, and
global emissions have increased by more than 5 per cent in 2010, an unmatched
record in the last two decades (Friedlingstein et al., 2010; Hansen et al.,
2011). Concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere have reached 397
parts per million (ppm) in July 2013.1 They are increasing rather steadily at
about two parts per million (ppm) per year. Since carbon dioxide remains in
the atmosphere for centuries, each additional tonne of carbon dioxide emitted
now will affect the wellbeing of people that will inhabit our planet decades
and centuries from now. Concentrations in the atmosphere of other GHG
gases are also increasing steadily, exacerbating the problem.
As a result, the atmosphere traps more heat and the global average surface
temperature is increasing. Recent estimates indicate that the average surface
temperature has increased by about 0.6 degrees Celsius (°C) with respect to
1951–1980, about 0.8°C with respect to the pre-industrial average.
Temperatures will continue to rise for decades because the climate system
has a delayed response to the stock of GHG, and equilibrium temperature
grows linearly with cumulative emissions of CO2. It is very likely that we
will live in a warmer planet for several centuries. The effects of this warming
will be spread unevenly across the globe, depending on the variation in
regional and local climatic effects and on the differences in vulnerability that
characterises societies.
The long-term nature of the problem, the need for coordinated action, as
well as the uneven and uncertain distribution of costs and benefits of climate
policies explain the deadlock of international climate negotiations. Even
assuming an implausible immediate and universal agreement to curb GHG
emissions, warming will occur, and likely cross the 2°C signpost.
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It is possible that technological breakthroughs will make the transition to a
zero-emissions society easier than what we anticipate today. It could even be
that absorbing emissions to reduce the stock of GHG in the atmosphere on a
large scale might become possible at reasonable cost. Although there is room
for optimism, in order to produce robust policy making recommendations it is
crucial to carefully analyse environmental and economic impacts of a large
set of scenarios, spanning different climate policies, degrees of international
commitments, technological scenarios, actions (i.e. innovation, mitigation
and adaptation), policy mechanisms and enforcement measures. Back of the
envelope calculations and expert judgment can provide useful guidance to
inform potential strategies to control climate change, but the complexity of
the problem and the high stakes involved commands an integrated approach
which can quantify the trade-offs faced by policy.
In this book we present a state of the art integrated assessment model,
WITCH, which has been developed with this complex type of analyses in
mind, and a broad set of scenarios that have been explored using this tool.
Most of the material that is collected in this book has already been published
in international peer-reviewed journals, as chapters in books, or as working
papers. However, we believe it is valuable to collect and synthesise these
studies and fragments of research in a single narrative.
We wrote the first equations of WITCH in 2005 and since then the model
has grown in complexity and richness. However, the core of the model has
not changed because we built it using the following five necessary
ingredients for a sound analysis of climate change policy:






A long-term economic growth framework;
A global scope with regional detail;
A description of the interaction among world regions that can
capture free riding incentives;
A compact and tractable representation of the main climate
mitigation options;
An endogenous representation of technological change.

These features are reflected in the name itself: World Induced Technical
Change Hybrid model, or WITCH.
WITCH is a hybrid integrated assessment model. Integrated assessment
models describe the full cycle of environmental externalities. In WITCH,
economic activity generates greenhouse gas emissions, a simplified model of
carbon and climate dynamics translates emissions in to temperature increases
and a damage functions provides a feedback of climatic change on economic
activities (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 WITCH as an integrated assessment model
The model is defined as hybrid as it merges a top-down model of
economic growth, describing each region, with a bottom-up compact
representation of the mitigation strategies. These two cores of the economy
are completely integrated. The allocation of investments across technologies
and uses is defined as an optimal intertemporal strategy.
As climate change is a global externality, we adopt this hybrid set up to
model the economic systems of the whole world, divided into 12 macro
regions as shown in Figure 2 (the latest version of the code has 14 regions).
Each region (or coalition of regions) maximises its own welfare, given a
set of production constraints, information about technologies, the budget
constraint and the behaviour of other regions, which in turn affect global
variables, such as global temperature. Therefore, the investment profile for
each technology in each region is the solution of an intertemporal game
between the regions (or coalitions of regions). More generally, these regions
behave strategically with respect to all decision variables, playing a game
with an open-loop information structure. Therefore the model captures the
two dimensions along which agents behave strategically: the geographical
dimension (rich vs. poor, high damage vs. low damage regions, etc.) and the
time dimension (present vs. future generations).
More specifically WITCH can be viewed as a game: the players are the
regions, the actions that each player has is the path of investments, the
outcome is a consumption path over the whole simulation horizon, and the
rules prescribe a non-cooperative, simultaneous, open membership, game
with non-orthogonal free-riding. WITCH can simulate all degrees of
cooperation among the macro-regions in which world countries are
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USA: United States of America; WEURO: Western EU countries; EEURO: Eastern EU
countries; KOSAU: South Korea, South Africa, Australia; CAJANZ: Canada, Japan,
New Zealand; TE: Non-EU Eastern European countries, including Russia; MENA:
Middle East and North Africa; SSA: Sub Saharan Africa; SASIA: South Asia including
India; CHINA: China including Taiwan; EASIA: South East Asia; LAM: Latin
America, Mexico and Caribbean.

Figure 2 WITCH the regional dimension
aggregated. At one extreme we find a world in which regions do not
cooperate and act only in self interest. This is the decentralised or noncooperative solution. At the other extreme there is a world in which countries
can form coalitions to control optimally global externalities, one or more at a
time. In between these two extremes we find all possible combinations of
smaller coalitions that coexist with non-cooperating regions, as well as cases
in which only a subset of externalities are internalised.
The evolution of technology plays a crucial role when analysing long term
growth and the potential for mitigation and adaptation. WITCH tries to
capture the essence of this by mimicking both innovation and diffusion
processes. As knowledge is, at least partially, a non-rival good, spillovers
across regions play a crucial role. Indeed, they introduce a second market
failure, in addition to the standard climate externality.
Thus, WITCH’s unique feature is that it can represent multiple
externalities, with consequent important implications for economic policy.
The model can be used to show the implications of unregulated markets in
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the presence of externalities, and study the effectiveness of policy tools
aimed at improving welfare, both from a regional and a global perspective.
For this reason the WITCH model was used to evaluate climate policies in
several contexts, from research projects, to consultancies and briefings to
governmental as well as non-governmental organisations, and as an active
member of the international integrated assessment modelling community.
This book is intended for the reader who wants to explore the world of
integrated assessment modelling, understand its policy relevance and
research potential, either as an external user of model results or directly as a
modeller and a researcher. Some background on climate change economics is
expected, as well as some rudimental knowledge of integrated assessment
modelling, but most of the chapters in this book are relatively easy to follow
and to interpret.
The rest of the book is structured into seven chapters, each of them centred
on a broad area of research. In a nutshell, Chapters 2–5 mainly deal with
issues related to climate change mitigation. Chapter 6 opens up the issue of
adaptation to climate change and its impacts. Chapter 7 lays out the future
ahead and the main ongoing research focuses.
More in detail, Chapter 2 sets up the stage by framing the broader picture
of climate change mitigation, both in terms of the technological implications
and the economic cost of reducing Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. It
shows how constraints on key technologies, the time and international scope
of climate policy affect the optimal mix of energy investments in the energy
sector, in energy R&D, and the overall cost of the mitigation policy. It is
important to stress that an optimal solution is one that maximises the welfare
of regions, or of coalitions of regions, given all the constraints imposed in the
model.2 It is not a first-best. Chapter 2 also shows how ambitious mitigation
targets might not be feasible if countries delay emission reductions or only a
fraction of countries reduce emissions.
Chapter 3 provides a focus on technological innovation. It illustrates
several developments to the model that have looked in a wider sense to the
role of directed technical change and endogenous growth. The chapter
summarises how climate policy should be designed to incorporate main
policy lessons from these exercises.
Chapter 4 explains why international cooperation on climate policy is
weak. WITCH was used to replicate different degrees of cooperation among
countries, from nationalistic free-riding behaviour, to partial and global
cooperation in order to assess incentives faced by different regions of the
world. Equity and distributional issues are at the core of the work presented
in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 enlarges the picture to include uncertainty. Uncertainty
surrounding climate change, its effect but also its solutions, should have a
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major role in designing effective and adaptive climate policies. WITCH was
used to examine optimal strategies to hedge against these sources of
uncertainty and this chapter summarises the main lessons that can be drawn
from these exercises.
Forests are a major sink of CO2 and their management has been
recognised has having a paramount importance within any international
climate policy. Chapter 6 reports the work done so far coupling the WITCH
model with state of the art forestry model in order to assess the potential
benefits that may derive from protecting and enhancing global forest carbon
stocks. The chapter also discusses the other side of the coin, that is, by
lowering the pressure on the energy sector, the inclusion of forest emissions
into a climate policy changes the incentive to invest in carbon-free
technologies and in innovation.
As climate policy cannot only deal with mitigation, but has to look into
adaptation costs and potentials as well, Chapter 7 reports on the developments
to the WITCH model that aim at incorporating adaptation and assess the trade
off with mitigation initiatives. The basic idea is that the welfare maximising
level of emissions should be determined by simultaneously solving the
mitigation and the adaptation problem. The objective is to control climate
change impacts rather than global temperature or climate change.
Chapter 8 illustrates the road ahead by discussing the most recent
developments to the model, the frontier of integrated assessment analysis and
where this might bring us.
WITCH is an open project and new additions as well as developments will
follow in the next years. A final consolidated version will probably never
exist. The latest developments will be posted at the WITCH project website
(www.witch-model.org). Researchers and policy makers will be able to
consult all the background material and also the output of a number of
representative scenarios using the WITCH Policy Simulator (www.witchmodel.org/simulator), a section of the website that provides user-friendly
access to an interesting dataset. The model code is also available for
download, as a way to foster community research in the field.
We hope that researchers and policy makers who are interested in applied
climate economics will find this book a source of useful information. We are
perfectly aware that numerical tools like WITCH have many limits and must
be applied with caution. However, they are extremely valuable to appreciate
the many subtleties of the climate change challenge. Interdisciplinary and
applied economic work in this field is exciting and to a great extent new:
much more work lies ahead of us all in order to carry out analyses which is
informative and insightful.
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NOTES
1.
2.

Data from the observatory of Mauna Loa, http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/
consulted on September 4th, 2013.
In the book optimal, best, cost-minimising are used interchangeably.
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